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have yet been made, it is found that the waters of deep lakes and

seas are governed by the same laws as a shallow pool; and no experi

ments indicate that solids resist fusion under high pressure. The

arguments, indeed, now controverted, always proceed on the admission

that the internal nucleus is in a state of fusion.

It may be said that we may stand upon the hardened surface of a lava

current while it is still in motion,-nay, may descend into the crater

of Vesuvius after an eruption, and stand on the scoria while every
crevice shows that the rock is red-hot two or three feet below us;

and at a somewhat greater depth, all is, perhaps, in a state of fusion.

May not, then, a much more intense heat be expected at the depth

of several hundred yards, or miles? The answer is, -that, until a

great quantity of heat has been given of, either by the emission of

lava, or in a latent form by the evolution of steam and gas, the melted.

matter continues to boil in the crater of a volcano. But ebullition

ceases when there is no longer a sufficient supply of heat from below,

and then a crust of lava may form on the top, and showers of scorhe

may then descend upon the surface, and remain unmelted. If the

internal heat be raised again, ebullition will recommence, and soon

fuse the superficial crust. So in the case of the moving current, we

may safely assume that no part of the liquid beneath the hardened

surface is much above the temperature sufficient to retain it in a

state of fluidity.
It may assist us in forming a clearer view of the doctrine now

controverted, if we consider what would happen were a globe of

homogeneous composition placed under circumstances analogous, in

regard to the distribution of heat, to those 'above stated. If the
whole planet, for example, were composed of water covered with a

spheroidal crust of ice fifty miles thick, and with an interior ocean

having a central heat about two hundred times that of the melting
point of ice, or 64000 F.; and if, between the surface and the centre,
there was every intermediate degree of temperature between that of

melting ice and that of the central nucleus ; - could such a state of

things last for a moment? If it must be conceded, in this case; that
the whole spheroid would be instantly in a state of violent ebullition,
that the ice (instead of being strengthened annually by new internal

layers) would soon melt, and form part of an atmosphere of steam
on what principle can it be maintained that analogous effects would
not follow, in regard to the earth, under the conditions assumed in
the theory of central heat ? *
M. Cordier admits that there must be tides in the internal melted

* The above remarks are reprinted
verbatim from my third edition, May,
1834. A memoir was afterwards corn
Iflunicated by M. Poisson to the Academyof Sciences, January, 1837, on the solid
parts of the globe, containing an epitomeof a work entitled "Thécrie Mathé
matique de la Chaleur," published in




1835. In this memoir he controverts
the doctrine of the high temperature of a
central fluid on similar grounds to those
above stated. 1-lc imagines, that if the

globe ever passed from a liquid to a solid
state by radiation of heat, the central
nucleus must have began to cool and
consolidate first.
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